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Title:  Develop E-Marketing for organic foods in Thailand 

Introduction: Internet is one of the most powerful technologies in this era. The more online 

businesses grow, the more online purchasers increase. The organic food online 

purchasing is not an exception. The trend of organic food consumption has 

become a major trend at the growth rate of nearly 20 percent per year since 

2010.  The change of environmental encourages people to concern more about 

their health. Therefore, the organic food online purchasing arise as a new trend 

that expand in the online marketing. Thailand is one of the countries that the 

healthy food or organic food gets consumers attention nowadays. 

Problem: “What are the factors for consumer decision to purchase organic food online?” 

Purpose: The purpose of this study is to study factors for consumer decision to purchase 

organic food online in Thailand. 

Method: The research used quantitative method by using online survey. 400 

questionnaires were sent out to experienced and inexperienced organic foods 

online shoppers. 310 completed questionnaires received back from the survey. 

The SPSS program was used to evaluate the data and give the information to 

be synthesized and analyzed. 

Conclusion: This study gives an assumption that perceived risk (PR) and perceived of 

usefulness (POU) were the factors concerned by organic foods experienced 

online shoppers. While the inexperienced one concerned only about the 

perceived risk (PR) as the factor influences organic foods online purchasing. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Research Outline 

In this chapter represents the recent situation and trend of shopping organic food online. 

Including, the problem statement, research question, and the purpose of the study are 

provided.  

1.1 Background and Trend 

The present era is the era of technology. Internet is useable device to access worldwide 

information. Using the internet in the business world can provided the industry benefits as the 

product will be able to reach the wider segments and it attends to reduce cost for business 

(Teo & Yeong, 2003). The statistic has shown the increase of the world’s internet user of 

444.8 percent from 2000 to 2010 and the growth of Thai internet user is 660.3 percent at the 

same range of the year (Internet World Stats, 2010). 

From the study of Gustavsson & Johansson (2006), stated the internet has brought changes to 

the market. It created huge business opportunities and reached consumers at any place and 

any time (Gustavsson & Johansson, 2006). Moreover, it provides the opportunity for the 

consumers to reach information about products and services online. A global survey has 

conducted that over 85 percent of the world’s internet users has used the internet to make a 

purchase and more than half of internet users are usually purchased online at least once a 

month (Nielsen, 2008a). In Thailand, more than a half of internet users are online shoppers as 

accounted as 61 percent conducted in 2007 (Nielson, 2008b). 

 In these years, while the rate of internet users has rapidly grown the trend of organic food 

consumption has become a major trend as well at the rate of nearly 20 percent per year since 

2003 (AgMRC, 2010). The change of environment that is related to the pollutions occurring 

nowadays leads to variety of unusual diseases. Those issues raise the trend of healthy food 

comparing to the past (Laux, 2010). People are caring more about their eating behavior and 

trying to avoid junk food that has been dominated the market for a long time. Consumers 

have to consider more about their buying habit to choose the best products for their health 

(Jenkins, 2008). From the mentioned reasons, people have concerned to consume more 

vegetables because they are the symbol of healthy food; however, the consumers need to be 

careful about choosing produces since vegetables can be contaminated by pesticides.  

Moreover, the statistics in online food and grocery shopping from Institute of Grocery 

Distribution (IGD) shows that there were 63 percent increase of online food and grocery 
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shoppers in 2009 comparing to 2006 (Hall, 2010). This information shows the expanding of 

online food and grocery business that should be observed and interesting to study its situation 

nowadays. 

1.2 Current Situation of Organic Food Online 

Organic farming industry is still new and innovative for Thailand. Panyakul and Pumpak 

indicated that in 2006 Thailand spent 0.24 percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to 

research and develop the product in this field and the spending for the research and 

development tends to be increased in the future (Panyakul & Pumpak, 2008). 

Nowadays, you can see that people lifestyles and consumerism has changed they spend their 

lives differently in order to live longer and have quality of life. One of the important things is 

to consume quality food and drinks; therefore, the food product should be healthy and that 

has become a new trend in Thailand. Food Industry Thailand (FIT) stated that in 2009 the 

organic food and drink category has raised up from 2004 as well as other healthy food 

categories (Food Industry Thailand, 2010). Schobesberger, R.B.; Darnhofer, I.; Somsook, S.; 

Vogl, R.C. conducted a survey in Bangkok, Thailand and stated that more than a third of 848 

respondents reported having purchase organic vegetable and fruits (Schobesberger, 

Darnhofer, Somsook, & Vogl, 2008). Apart from that Thai farmers tend to grow more 

organic products according to environmental and people’s health concerns. Furthermore, the 

expanding of organic products around the world has led the farmers to the more profitable 

opportunity (Organic Market Trends, 2010). 

There are many online shops available recently in Thailand. This includes organic food 

online shops. Several of previous researches were conducted about consumer behavior in 

general; hence, there is a limitation of the driving factors toward online purchasing for 

specific products and services (Leelayouthayotin, L., 2004). However, only a few people 

have studied about the organic food topic. Therefore, this research attempts to examine the 

factors that have effects on the consumers’ online purchasing behavior in Thailand. 

1.3 Problem Statement and Research Question 

As it has shown in the statistics that Thai internet users has increased sharply in the past 10 

years as well as the percentage of Thai online shoppers. In addition, the study on the intention 

to purchase organic food online in Thailand is limited and deficient hence; the purpose of this 
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study is to investigate factors that have influence on customers’ intention to purchase organic 

food online. Therefore, the research question is: 

“What are the factors for consumer decision to purchase organic food online?” 

1.4 Literature Reviews 

The relevant researches about the factors for consumer decision to purchase organic food 

online have been studied in this section. To provide more understandable picture on the topic 

that we are going to study, the relative literature and argument of the previous studies have 

been summarized as follow; 

From the literatures we have studied, there are many points of view represent the factors for 

consumer decision to purchase products online. Leelayouthayotin, L. (2004) studied by 

conducting the online questionnaire from the consumer in Thailand, stated that perceive of 

usefulness (POU), customers experience (CE), perceive risk (PR), and perceive ease of use 

(PEOU) are the factors  influence the purchasing online intention while the strongest factor is 

perceive of usefulness (POU). Jiang, J.J.; Hsu, M.K., Klein, G.; Lin, B. (2000) studied the 

respondents from France, Hong Kong, and USA and the result has supported with the same 

factor in both short-term and long-term purchasing online. Meanwhile, there are another 

approach suggested by Gustavsson, M; Johansson, M.A. (2006) that using questionnaire of 

200 person in South of Sweden has stated, the great important issues for purchasing online 

are security and privacy which also supported by Vijayasarathy, L.R.; Jones, J.M. (2000) that 

used the structure questionnaire to collected the data in the USA. Brezgina, I.; Debouchaud, 

M.; Frehse, J. (2008) which used empirical data collected and questionnaire distribution in 

Sweden as their method also stated that the consumer more likely do not purchase online if 

they had to give their personal information. 

The study on literatures also showed another significant factor that could relate to the 

intention of purchasing online which is customer experience as it has been stated by 

Leelayouthayotin, L. (2004). The mentioned statement has been supported by Jiang, J.J.; Hsu, 

M.K., Klein, G.; Lin, B. (2000), while Shim, S.; Eastlick, M.A.; Lotz, S.L.; Warrington, P. 

(2001) collected the data by using questionnaire, indicated that customer experience has an 

effect only indirectly to the consumer in online purchasing. There have also been suggested 

about the factor influence on purchasing online intention by Gustavsson, M; Johansson, M.A. 

(2006) that convenience, greater supply, lower price, and price comparison are also affected. 
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Table 1: Factor concerned from the literature 

Factors Theories Research consideration 

Perceived Risk Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) Adopted from the study of online purchasing 

and online health food purchasing 

Attitudes Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) Adopted from the study of online purchasing 

and online health food purchasing 

Perceived Ease of Use Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) Adopted from the study of online purchasing 

and online health food purchasing 

Perceived of Usefulness Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) Adopted from the study of online purchasing 

and online health food purchasing 

Source: Developed for this research 

Table1 shows four factors that are concerned in the literatures we have studied with the 

theories related. The first factor is perceived risk (PR) that considered by several authors 

from previous literatures which mainly have privacy and security issues of customers 

involved since the online shoppers concern about risky of giving their personal information to 

strangers (Gustavsson & Johansson, 2006; Brezgina, Debouchaud, & Frehse, 2008). The 

second factor concerned is attitude, the previous online purchase experience and perceive 

behavioral control have been concerned in this factor to have an effect to online shoppers 

when the previous experience of using internet could affect the attitude of the users or buyers 

as well (Leelayouthayotin, L., 2004; Shim, Eastlick, Lotz, & Warrington, 2001). The third 

and forth factors in the literatures are perceived ease of use (PEOU) and perceived of 

usefulness (POU) which mainly about the internet application and its advantage, the online 

shopper might be the one who usually use the internet for many reasons such as for education 

or entertainment because they perceive the internet as easy to use and it is usefulness 

(Leelayouthayotin, L., 2004; Jiang, Hsu, & Lin, 2000). The more people spend time online, 

the more possible for them to shop online since it could consider as fast and easy way for 

them to purchase the products via this channel. 

All of four factors above could have an effect on intention towards online shopping for the 

customers to adopt or not adopt this channel of distribution which have both contradiction 

and consistency. The first factor, perceived risk is more likely in the negative side of 

intention for customers to buy products online since they sense the online shopping as danger 

while the attitude or the previous experience of customers both on purchasing online and 

using the internet are depend on how they perceive from their experienced and their opinion. 

The last two factors which are perceived ease of use and perceived of usefulness are quite 

consist with each other in the complimenting way about the benefit of internet that can lead 
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people to purchase online. The summary of factor concerned from literature can be found in 

appendix 5. 

1.5 Keywords 

E-marketing, Online Shopping, Online Purchasing, Organic Food, Healthy Food 

1.6 Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study is to study factors for consumer decision to purchase organic food 

online in Thailand. The factors that we have explored will show the factors that are concerned 

by the consumers and also defined as the most important factor for their decision making. 

The factors we have discussed in this research should be helpful for people who are interested 

in this business field in order to expand their market effectively. This study will collect the 

survey from the internet users, who have experienced and no experienced on purchasing 

online. 

1.7 Target Audience 

The target audiences of this research will be the people who are interested in organic food 

industry, marketer in this field, and all audiences who are interested in factors for consumer 

decision to purchase product online. Moreover, our study can benefit for the organizations 

that use or will use the internet as their distribution channel in any products and services. 

1.8 Limitations of Research 

We are focusing on studying the factors for consumer decision to purchase online scope in 

Thailand. Since the time limitation, the number of our target respondent will be limited. Our 

sample group will be Thai internet users in several period of age. However, the result of this 

research may not be appropriated for online shoppers in some countries according to cultural 

differences and similarities theory stated that different culture will have different lifestyle 

(Evans, Jamal, & Foxall, 2006). Additionally, this research based on previous studies and 

other literatures along with theories related hence, it could be some missing factors from this 

research and the literatures we have been used. Nevertheless, we ensure to conduct 

information in every process carefully in order to cover all relevant factors. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Review 

In this chapter the conceptual framework will be introduced with the factors that influence 

online purchase decision. The mentioned factors are from the theories of reasoned action 

(TRA), theory of planned behavior (TPB), technology of acceptance model (TAM), and 

attitudes which will be explained together in the chapter. The relevant literatures will be used 

to support as well. 

2.1 Conceptual Framework 

In this part the researchers first introduced the conceptual framework model with the factors 

concerned in this study. After that the researchers have provided the relation between factors 

and the theories we have used to frame up our model. Along with 6 hypotheses that are in the 

process of answering the research question. 

 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework 

Source: Own Illustration 

A conceptual framework is simply the structure of the research idea or concept putting 

together, it elaborates the research problem in relation to relevant literatures by summarized 

the major variables into the framework (Escalada, 2009). 

According to the figure 1, it has two parts explained. The first part has shown four factors 

which are perceived risk, attitude, perceived ease of use, and perceived of usefulness that the 

researchers think are related to the second part which is “Purchasing Online Decision”. The 

attitude has been taken from the theory of reasoned action (TRA) while the perceived risk is 
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adopted from theory of planned behavior (TPB) since the researchers considered the relation 

between perceived behavioral control and perceived risk. Moreover, the perceived ease of use 

is adopted from the technology acceptance model (TAM) as well as the perceived of 

usefulness. 

The chosen factors have been considered from the study in previous section in both literature 

reviews and theoretical review adopted as the important factors influence purchasing online 

decision. 

This study would like to explore the mean score of all factors between two groups of 

customers which are experienced and inexperienced on purchasing online.  

2.2 Perceived Risk (PR) 

The concept of perceived risk has acquired many attentions from researchers as it has been 

studied by Ko, H.; Jung, J.; Kim, Y,J & Shim, W.S. (2004) and indicated that perceived risk 

has been influencing the consumer purchase decision process during online shopping. The 

perceived risk has six dimensions which are performance, financial, opportunity / time, 

safety, social, and psychological risk in order to understand consumer, products, services, and 

purchase evaluation (Cunningham, 1967, pp. 82-108). The fear of online consumers can 

occur because people are worried about the unfamiliarity of online shopping since they have 

often done the traditional shopping for a long time thus, they might feel uncomfortable 

dealing with the retailers they cannot see (Darian, 1987). Gustavsson, M.; Johansson, M.A. 

(2006) and Vijayasarathy, L.R.; Jones, J.M. (2000) have support each other from the result 

that perceived risk has the great important influence for purchasing online. Therefore, the 

first hypothesis is; 

H1: There is a significant different in the mean total perceived risk score for organic foods 

experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. 

Perceived Risk (PR) adopted from theory of planned behavior (TPB). The theory of planned 

behavior (TPB) extended from the theory of reasoned action (TRA); it is a theory that 

predicts intentional behavior because behavior can be deliberative and planned. The theory 

suggested that the intention of people behavior is affected from the attitude toward the 

behavior, subjective norm, and perceived behavior control, which are related to each others 

(Ajzen, I., 1985). Laohapensang (2009) stated that this model can be used for analyzing the 

internet shopping behavior and the factor that can have influence worldwide (Laohapensang, 
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2009). It also has been used in studies of weight loss behavior, sexual behavior, waste 

recycling behavior, student’s class attendance, spreadsheet software, and information class 

technology (Richard & Joop de Vries 2000; Harrison, Peter & Riemenschneider 1997; Tailor 

& Todd 1995; Mathieson 1991; Ajzen & Madden 1986; Shifter & Ajzen 1985 as cited in 

Leelayouthayotin, 2004). However, it has been stated that theory of planned behavior lacks 

sufficient scale development for studying online shopping behavior (Leelayouthayotin, L., 

2004).  

2.3 Attitudes 

According to Evans, M, Jamal, A, & Foxall, G. (2006) the person’s attitude is a major 

outcome of the learning process. It is the basis of whatever is learned about the incentive or 

objects that an individual develops either like or dislike towards it. The attitude has three 

components which are cognitive, affective, and behavioral components. 

From the factor mentioned above that perceived risk is the great important influence, Safavi 

(2007) argued that both behavioral control in term of perceived risk and attitude are the 

biggest factors toward decision (Safavi, 2007).  

There are several researchers claimed that attitude play the sufficient role for the purchasing 

intention such as Athiyaman (2002) and Limayem, Khalifa (2000). Thus, the second 

hypothesis is; 

H2: There is a significant different in the mean total attitude score for organic foods 

experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. 

The researchers adopted the attitudes from theory of reasoned action (TRA). The theory of 

reasoned action is (TRA) developed by Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) before Ajzen had 

developed the theory of planned behavior (TPB). The model has described the relationship 

between attitude and behavioral intention as well as the relation with subjective norm. From 

the theory, we can describe that the combination between belief and evaluation of each 

person will result as one’s attitude while the subjective norm comes from normative belief 

and motivation to comply of individual. However, Fishbien (1975 as cited in Thavornchak, S. 

and Taratanaphol, W. 2009) stated that attitude and subjective norm are not weighted equally, 

it depends on situations and individuals. 
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2.4 Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Perceived of Usefulness (POU) 

Monsuwé, Dellaert, & Ruyter (2004) indicated that “usefulness” refers to consumer 

perceptions they get from the previous experienced when the “ease of use” refers to the 

consumer perception concerning the process leading to the final outcome. These two factors 

are adopted from technology acceptance model (TAM). The technology Acceptance Model 

(TAM) was one of the most influential research models in studies of the determinants of 

information system acceptance (Straub, Limayen, & Karahanna-Evaristo, 1995). This theory 

also has been tested and proven in several countries for example; China, Singapore, and 

Taiwan (Phillips & Calantone, 1994). 

Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was developed by Davis (1989) which originated 

from the theory of reasoned action (TRA) to be specified on the information system. The 

model of theory shows that perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use affect to attitude 

and have influence on behavioral intention of use. Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) can 

be summarized that consumers will have positive attitude towards the technology when they 

can reach the technology easier and feel the usefulness among those technology 

(Thavornchak & Taratanaphol, 2009). Shim, Eastlick, Lotz, & Warrington (2001) from our 

literature review indicated that the aim to search for the product information via the internet 

can lead to the possibility to purchase that product as well. Hence, the third and the fourth 

hypotheses are; 

H3: There is a significant different in the mean total perceived ease of use score for 

organic foods experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. 

H4: There is a significant different in the mean total perceived of usefulness score for 

organic foods experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. 

From above hypotheses investigated the different mean score of two groups. However, this 

study aim to examine the factors that affect consumer decision to purchase online by dividing 

consumers into experienced and inexperienced online shoppers in order to compare the result 

from the study. We still need to test if those four hypotheses are influences the decision 

making to purchase online or not hence, the last two hypotheses are as follow; 

H5: The four factors (perceived risk, attitudes, perceived ease of use, and perceive 

usefulness) are significant influences the decision making to purchase online for organic 

foods experienced online shoppers? 
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H6: The four factors (perceived risk, attitudes, perceived ease of use, and perceive 

usefulness) are significant influences the decision making to purchase online for organic 

foods inexperienced online shoppers? 
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Chapter3: Methodology 

The methodology of the study will be explained in this chapter. It will present the research 

design, data collection method, sample design, and questionnaire design as well as the 

validity and reliability. Finally, the hypothesis will be discussed. 

 

Figure 2: Outline of Methodology 

Source: Own Illustration 

3.1 Research Design 

A research design is a plan of action showing the steps that are necessary to provide answer 

to our questions and finally achieve the research purpose (Kombrabail, n.d.). The research 

design can divided into two groups which are exploratory that aim to understand a 

comprehension by exploring the problems while conclusive research aim to test the 

hypothesis and examine the relationships (Thavornchak & Taratanaphol, 2009). There are 

two approaches that researchers use within this research which are quantitative approaches by 

developing the questionnaire and the descriptive research method to describe the data we 

have been gathered and inferential statistic to test the relationship of independent variables 

and dependent variables (Browen, 1983).  

3.2 Data Collection Method 

Data collection techniques include mail questionnaires, screening records and reports, direct 

observation of behavior, telephone interviews, face-to-face interview as well as paper-pencil-

questionnaires (Summerhill & Taylor, 1992). The researchers have adopted mail 
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questionnaires which can be called online self-administered survey as we think it is an 

appropriate tool due to the time limited and distance with the target respondents. 

Even though this method cannot be used to observe the respondents’ behavior accurately, it 

can be dependable in terms of the respondents’ attitudes (Grossnickle & Raskin, 2001). The 

objective of this study is to examine the information from currently internet users about the 

factors for consumer decision to purchase organic food online. Since the policies of some 

companies are not allowing their employees to access the website that is not about their work, 

the online self-administered survey will be launch in two formats. First is the file attached 

send via e-mail for the respondents to reply back to the researchers. Second is the URL 

format that is linked to the survey website in order to complete our questionnaire. The online 

self-administered survey has both strengths and weaknesses which will be described in the 

table below with the strategies to overcome weakness of using this method. 
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Table 2: Strengths, Weaknesses, and Strategies to overcome weaknesses in online survey  

Strengths Weaknesses Strategies to overcome weaknesses 

Lower cost: the online self-administered survey 

has no cost in the procedure 

  

Easy to administer and fast delivery: all process 

involve in this survey could be done easier and 

faster than other methods 

  

Reach wider coverage and target respondents 

could answer at their convenience: online survey 

can easily send to entire target respondents. 

Respondents can pick their convenient time to 

answer 

  

 Response rate: People may think it is a junk mail 

so the response rate is difficult to predict 

Proper covering letter with researchers contact 

information will be attached in order to support 

and increase the response rate 

 Computer literacy and accessibility: Only 

respondents who use or work with computer will 

be able to answer the questionnaires 

This weakness can positively be advantage by 

screen out those who do not have computer 

literacy since the study is searching for the online 

shoppers 

No interview bias: the interviewer could not lead 

the conversation to get the answer they want 

Since interviewer could not give explanation 

therefore, it may cause misunderstanding of the 

question to respondents 

 We keep questionnaire as simple and easy as we 

can 

 We conducted the pretest questionnaire for the 

selected samples to test the questionnaire 

understanding 

 We are launching the questionnaire both in 

English and Thai languages 

Source: Adopted from Leelayouthayotin (2004, p.123-124)
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3.3 Sample Design 

Sampling is generally conducted in order to permit the partial detailed study, rather than the 

whole population study (Ross, n.d.). The process of sampling consist of selecting a 

population, sampling frame, sampling method, sample size, and sample selection (Sekaran, 

2000; Zikmund, 1999 as cited in Leelayouthayotin, 2004).  

3.3.1 Target population 

The target population of this study is internet users in Thailand. They may or may not have 

experiences in purchasing organic foods online. The total internet users in Thailand in 2010 is 

about 17,486,400 while the number of population is about 66,404,688 hence, it is counted as 

26.3 percent (Internet World Stats, 2010). From the information described it is not practical 

in reality to use the total number of internet users in this study (Sproull, 1995 as cited in 

Leelayouthayotin, 2004). Therefore, the sampling frame is identified in the topic below. 

3.3.2 Sampling frame and sampling selection 

A sampling frame is the set of source materials from which the sample is selected. It is a 

particular member of the target population that is to be survey (Turner, 2003). Hair et al. 

(1998 as cited in Leelayouthayotin, 2004) stated that a sample size of 200 to 500 persons is 

recommended to be sufficient for data analysis. Due to the lack of time, the researchers will 

launch 400 copies of questionnaires. We expect to receive at least 300 completed 

questionnaires back from the process.  

Since organic foods are quite new for online market in Thailand, people who have 

experienced buying organic food online might be limited. Therefore, the researchers have 

asked and got the database from three organic farms in Thailand which are Rai Pluk Rak, 

Garden @ Home, and @ Garden. The questionnaires distribution will be divided into two 

groups. First, the researchers will send the questionnaires to the people we know and ask 

them to distribute our questionnaires to other respondents. Second, the questionnaires will 

send to the respondents from the three organic farms’ customers. 

3.4 Questionnaire Design 

Questionnaires are often the best way of gathering such information and views 

(Loughborough University, 2010). According to Fisher (2007), there are number of issues to 

be concerned when designing questionnaire. For example, the questionnaire should be as 

short as possible with the attractive design; it should be in logical and sequential structure so 
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the respondents can easily follow. The questionnaire should be divided in two parts that 

correspond to the various issues you are asking question about, ask the easy questions first 

and the hard one last, finally keep the personal question to the last part. 

Fisher (2007) stated that the questionnaire design is concerning about the format of 

questionnaire as well. There are many kinds of question formats and the formats we use in 

this study are dichotomous questions, multiple choices, check list, and rating question. The 

questionnaire will be divided into three sections; experiences and consumption behavior, 

opinions and attitudes towards online purchasing of organic foods, and demographic 

respectively. As concerning by Fisher (2007), the questionnaire will not be longer than 4 

pages of A4. 

Section A: Experiences and Consumption Behavior 

In this section of the questionnaire, the researcher would like to investigate the consumption 

behavior and experiences in purchasing online. For this section, we will use the form of 

checklist, dichotomous questions and rating questions. The respondents will be asked about 

their habit in purchasing goods or services online in the past and the experience of purchasing 

organic foods online. 

Section B: Opinions and Attitudes towards Online Purchasing of Organic Foods 

In this section of the questionnaire, the researcher would like to investigate opinions and 

attitudes towards online purchasing of organic foods by using the form of likert scale. The 

respondents will give the information about their idea on what selling organic foods online 

form should be as well as pros and cons of purchasing organic foods online. 

Section C: Demographics 

In this section the personal information of respondents will be asked. Fisher (2007) has 

mentioned that the demographics information about respondents should be at the end of 

questionnaire because people are more likely to answer this kind of questions since they spent 

time completing the rest of questionnaire already. 

3.5 Reliability and Validity 

Reliability is usually concerned with stability over time; especially in the questionnaire, item 

must consistently convey the same meaning interpreted by the readers. Validity is concerned 

with whether or not the item actually elicits the intended information (Summerhill & Taylor, 
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1992). In this study, the reliability and validity are highly concerned. The questionnaires are 

based on the literature review. The researchers will launch the pre-test of questionnaire in 

both Thai and English language formats to 50 respondents who are Thai students studying at 

Mälardalens University since our target respondents are people in Thailand. This process is 

for testing the interpretation and to see if the respondents will understand the questions as it is 

understood by the researchers. 

Moreover, the researchers have used the Chronbach’s Alfa test to measure the reliability of 

questionnaire in perceived risk (PR), attitudes, perceived ease of use (PEOU), and perceived 

of usefulness (POU). The results of the test are showed in Appendix 2. 

3.6 Ethical Consideration 

As mentioned in Fisher (2007), when doing the research ethical consideration should be 

involved. The researchers should not treat people badly or use the information gained to harm 

the respondents. In this study, the researchers highly concern about ethical issues in any 

ways. Since this study involve uses of the internet thus, we mainly concern about the 

respondents privacy and the sensitively issues like emotionally hurt by create the 

questionnaire carefully. Finally, the researchers will not use the information gained from 

respondent in the bad or illegal way.  
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Chapter4: Empirical Finding 

The data preparation will be presented in this chapter followed by the general information of 

our respondents that included the response rate, profile of respondents, and online shopping 

behavior. After that the descriptive statistics will be presented with the factors concerned in 

previous chapter. Then the measure reliability will be mentioned. Finally, the analysis of 

constructs and hypotheses tests will be provided to answer our hypotheses of this study. 

4.1 Data preparation 

The data preparation was done with data validation, data editing, coding, and entry as 

explained below; 

4.1.1 Data Validation 

The survey was processed by web-based. The respondents can choose to complete 

questionnaire or reject it by refused to participate at the first step. Participants were not 

allowed to skip any question or double entry because the system would automatically reject 

the incomplete questionnaire. Therefore, all the questionnaires we have counted were the 

completed questionnaires. 

4.1.2 Data Editing, Coding, and Entry 

There were no missing data in our counted questionnaires since the system would not accept 

the incomplete one. The data was directly imported to SPSS version 16.5. 

4.2 General information of the respondents 

In this section we will provide the general data of respondents who completed our 

questionnaire into three parts which are response rate, profile of respondents, and online 

shopping behavior. 
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4.2.1 Response Rate 

The researchers sent out the questionnaires to 400 persons. They were customers of Rai Pluk 

Rak, Garden @ Home, @ Garden, our friends, and people they know. There were 90 

questionnaires that we sent out and had no respond. This may occur from several reasons 

such as the respondents have responded after our data collection period. Therefore, we have 

got 310 completed questionnaires in total to use for the further analysis. The percentage of 

data has shown at the table 3 below; 

Table 3: Response rate from respondents 

 Person Percentage 

Total questionnaire sent out 400 100 

Questionnaires sent out without response 90 22.5 

Total completed questionnaires 310 77.5 

Source: Developed by the researchers 

4.2.2 Profile of respondents 

One of the important information that needs to be presented is the demographics of the 

respondents. More than half of our respondents were a female counted as 66.8 percent. Most 

of the respondents were in age between 28 to 35 years (33.9 percent) and also in high level of 

education that are Bachelors and Masters Degree or higher which accounted at 61.3 and 34.2 

percent respectively. 45.5 percent which counted as the majority of respondents were private 

company officers. The major group of respondents has an income around 20,001 to 40,000 

baht (34.5 percent) and most of them lived in Bangkok (67.1 percent) the data will be found 

in appendix 6. 

4.2.3 Online Shopping Behavior 

From table 4 indicated that the respondents mostly access to the internet for information 

searching, personal entertainment, and study purpose in the closely percentage which are 

97.7, 96.1, and 92.9 respectively. While business/work and chat room purpose are also used 

by the respondents in the high percentage. 
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Table 4: Reason to access the internet 

Reason to access the internet 
Number of 

respondents 
Frequency Percentage 

Knowledge/Information 310 303 97.7 

Business/Work 310 210 67.8 

Study 310 288 92.9 

Personal Entertainment 310 298 96.1 

Chat room 310 201 64.8 

Other 310 6 1.9 

Source: Analysis of field data 

Most of our respondents have had online purchasing experienced counted as 278 persons or 

89.7 percent. The numbers of people who have experienced purchasing organic foods online 

were 72 persons or 23.2 percent from 278 respondents. The data shows in table 5 below. 

Table 5: The online shopping behavior 

Online Shopping Behavior Person Percentage 

Total respondents 310 100 

Respondents who have purchased products/services online  278 89.7 

Respondents who have not purchased products/services online  32 10.3 

Respondents who have purchased Organic foods 72 23.2 

Respondents who have not purchased Organic foods 238 76.8 

Source: Analysis of field data 

In table 6 also shows possible of the respondents who plan to purchase organic foods online 

in next 12 months. The majority of them were neutral to purchase organic foods online as 

counted at 53.9 percent when 12.9 percent of respondents were very likely to purchase 

organic foods online. 

Table 6: Plan to purchase organic foods online in next 12 months 

Plan to purchase organic foods online in next 12 months Person Percentage 

Very likely to purchase organic food online 40 12.9 

Likely to purchase organic food online 19 6.1 

Neutral to purchase organic food online 167 53.9 

Very unlikely to purchase organic food online 50 16.1 

Unlikely to purchase organic food online 34 11 

Source: Analysis of field data 
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Table 7 shows the respondents who have purchased products/services online mostly bought 

clothes/fashion products and music or concert recordings at 36.3 and 35.3 percent 

respectively. 

Table 7: The products/services purchased online 

Products/Services Purchased Online 
Number of 

respondents 
Frequency Percentage 

Books/Magazine 278 74 26.6 
IT products 278 56 20.1 

Music or concert recordings 278 98 35.3 

Clothes/fashion products 278 101 36.3 

Food or medicines 278 69 24.8 

Travel/hotel arrangements 278 67 24.1 

 Banking/financial services/insurance 278 54 19.4 

Other 278 18 6.5 

Source: Analysis of field data 

4.3 Descriptive Statistics 

In this part, mean, standard deviation, and results of each factors will be provided in the table 

format. The researchers have calculated in order to specify the class of interval. The 

respondents were asked to rate their answers by five points likert scale. The numbers were in 

descending order; 5 means strongly agree and 1 was a strongly disagree. The method is in the 

appendix 7.  

Table 8: Descriptive Statistics for Factors 

Factor N Mean Std. Deviation Results 
Total Perceived Risk 310 4.50 0.67 Strongly Agree 

Total Attitudes 310 4.51 0.70 Strongly Agree 

Total Perceived Ease of Use 310 4.16 0.72 Agree 

Total Perceived of Usefulness 310 4.19 0.73 Agree 
Source: Analysis of field data 

4.3.1 Perceived Risk (PR) 

There were sixteen variables to be measure in perceived risk factor, which are B22 to B37. 

The questions in this section related to personal information, privacy and security issues that 

concerned by the respondents. The mean of this factor was at 4.50 and the class of interval 

indicated that 4.21 to 5.00 was the highest point in this study. Hence, the perceived risk was a 

strongly agree factor by the respondents. The mean score of each variable of attitudes showed 

in appendix 8. 
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4.3.2 Attitudes 

The attitudes factor was measure by eight variables from B1 to B8. The questions in this part 

referred to the idea about the location, brand, and people who recommend the products to see 

if it matters to the respondents. The mean of this factor was at 4.51 and the class of interval 

indicated that 4.21 to 5.00 was the highest point in this study. Therefore, the attitudes was a 

strongly agree factor by the respondents. The mean score of each variable of attitudes showed 

in appendix 9. 

4.3.3 Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) 

Three variables were used to measure perceived ease of use factor from B17 to B19. These 

three questions are about the time saving such as the respondents do not need to go out or get 

in line to purchase the products. The mean of this factor was at 4.16 and the class of interval 

indicated that 3.41 to 4.20 was normally high point in this study. As a result, perceived ease 

of use was an agree factor by the respondents. Appendix 10 indicated the summary of means 

of each variable of perceived ease of use. 

4.3.4 Perceived of Usefulness (POU) 

B9 to B16 and B20 to B21 were counted as ten variables in order to measure the perceived of 

usefulness factor. The questions from B9 to B16 indicated that it is easy to purchase organic 

foods online since they can compare the price, quality, and information all in one place. 

While B20 to B21 are about the clearly term and condition stated in the website as well as the 

delivery that promised to come in good quality. The mean of this factor was at 4.19 and the 

class of interval indicated that 3.41 to 4.20 was normally high point in this study. Thus, 

perceived of usefulness was an agree factor by the respondents. Appendix 11 showed the 

summary of means of each variable of perceived of usefulness. 

4.4 Measure Reliability 

It is important to calculate and report Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for internal consistency 

when the likert type scale had been used in the research  (Gliem & Gliem, 2003). George and 

Mallery (2003) stated that in Cronbach’s alpha scale more than 0.9 is excellent, more than 0.8 

is good, more than 0.7 is acceptable, more than 0.6 is questionable, more than 0.5 considered 

as poor, and less than 0.5 is unacceptable. As in table 9 indicated that the questions of 

perceived risk, and usefulness factors are good while, the questions of attitude and perceived 

ease of use factors are acceptable. The numbers present in table below and the details of 

reliable test in each factor is in appendix 22-25.  
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Table 9: Alpha coefficient of the item analysis 

Factor N 
Number of 

Item 
Cronbach's alpha 

coefficient 

Perceived Risk 310 16 0.874 

Attitude 310 8 0.783 

Perceived Ease of Use 310 3 0.703 

Perceived of Usefulness 310 10 0.853 

Source: Analysis of field data 

4.5 Analysis of Factors and Hypotheses test 

This part will present the factor analysis and the hypotheses test along with the evaluation of 

model of conceptual frameworks. The evaluated model will be divided into experience and 

inexperience online shoppers. 

4.5.1 Exploring different between two groups 

Since the researchers would like to measure the mean between two different groups, which 

are experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. Therefore, the t-test was used in order to 

study each factor. The t-test had set at significant level 0.05 thus, the score that lower than 

0.05 is acceptable while the higher score will be rejected. H1 to H4 have been used to explore 

each factor by presenting the analysis of each one as below. The detail for independent t-test 

showed in appendix 11 

H1: There is a significant different in the mean total perceived risk score for organic foods 

experienced and inexperienced online shoppers 

The first hypothesis is the different analysis of the mean total perceived risk score for the 

organic foods experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. In order to do this the 

researchers used the average score to examine the relation by using t-test at significant level 

0.05. The p score is 0.314 which more than 0.05 hence we can inform that the null hypothesis 

was accepted. The result indicated that the experienced and inexperienced online shoppers 

have no significant difference in the mean total perceived risk in the score (t= -1.01, P>0.05). 

Therefore, the hypothesis 1 is not accepted.  

We can explain that both types of online shoppers perceive the risky of using internet for 

shopping in the similar way. This may caused from many reasons such as financial risk, 

privacy concern, and/or cheating issues (Cunningham, 1967). 
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H2: There is a significant different in the mean total attitude score for organic foods 

experienced and inexperienced online shoppers 

The second hypothesis is the different analysis of the mean total attitude score between the 

organic foods experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. The researchers used the 

average score to examine the relation by using t-test at significant level 0.05. The p score is 

0.941 which more than 0.05 hence, we can inform that the null hypothesis was accepted. The 

result indicated that the experienced and inexperienced online shoppers have no significant 

difference in the mean total attitude in the score (t= 0.07, P>0.05). Hence, the hypothesis 2 is 

rejected.  

The result of this hypothesis pointed out in the same way with the first one that both of 

customer groups felt the previous online shopping experience and their reflection of using 

internet as factor influenced online purchasing identically.  

H3: There is a significant different in the mean total perceived ease of use score for 

organic foods experienced and inexperienced online shoppers 

The third hypothesis is the different analysis of the mean total perceived ease of use score for 

the organic foods experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. The researchers used the 

average score to examine the relation by using t-test at significant level 0.05. The p score is 

0.035 which less than 0.05 hence we can inform that the null hypothesis was rejected. The 

result indicated that the experienced and inexperienced online shoppers have significant 

difference in perceived ease of use as factor influence organic foods online purchasing by 

mean total attitude in the score (t= 2.12, P<0.05). Then, the hypothesis 3 is accepted. 

H4: There is a significant different in the mean total perceived of usefulness score for 

organic foods experienced and inexperienced online shoppers 

The fourth hypothesis is the different analysis of the mean total perceived of usefulness score 

for the organic foods experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. The researchers used 

the average score to examine the relation by using t-test at significant level 0.05. The p score 

is 0.016 which less than 0.05 hence we can inform that the null hypothesis was rejected. The 

result indicated that the experienced and inexperienced online shoppers have significant 

difference in perceived of usefulness as factor influence organic foods online purchasing by 

mean total attitude in the score (t= 2.41, P<0.05). As a result, the hypothesis 4 is accepted.  
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4.5.2 Exploring relationship 

In this section the researchers aim to explore that which factors concerned in this study have 

significant influences the decision making to purchase online for experienced and 

inexperienced online shoppers. We have used the multiple regressions since this study 

covered both dependent and independent variables. The dependent variable in this case is the 

plan to buy organic foods online in 12 months. While the independent variables are four 

factors (perceived risk, attitudes, perceived ease of use, and perceived of usefulness) describe 

in conceptual framework model. Hence, our last two hypotheses are as follow; 

Experienced online shoppers 

H5: The four factors (perceived risk, attitudes, perceived ease of use, and perceive of 

usefulness) are significant influences the decision making to purchase online for organic 

foods experienced online shoppers? 

First of the analysis in this hypothesis the researchers would like to check the correlation 

between the independent variables in the model. The variables, we have stated should showed 

some relationship between each others. Pallant (2001 as cited in Thavornchak, S.; 

Taratanaphol, W., 2009) indicated that the value of correlation should be more than 0.30 this 

referred to medium relationship between them. In this study perceived of usefulness (POU) 

and perceived ease of use (PEOU) were correlated which score 0.354 while the other two 

factors have weak relationship since the scores are lower than 0.30. 

Figure3 referred that perceived risk and perceived of usefulness are the significant factors 

because their p-value was lower than 0.05. The scores were 0.04 and 0.01 respectively. 

Nevertheless, attitudes and perceived ease of use were not statistically significant since the 

scores were larger than 0.05. As showed in figure 8 that the adjusted r square score was 0.035 

therefore, the model can explained 3.5 percent of the variance in decision making toward 

online purchasing for organic foods experienced online shoppers. The details presented in 

appendix 13-16 
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Figure 3: Evaluated model for organic foods experienced online shoppers 

Source: Developed by the researchers 

Inexperienced online shoppers 

H6: The four factors (perceived risk, attitudes, perceived ease of use, and perceive of 

usefulness) are significant influences the decision making to purchase online for organic 

foods inexperienced online shoppers? 

This hypothesis will be analyzed by the multiple regressions for organic foods inexperienced 

online shoppers. The analysis method of this part starts with measuring the correlation 

between variables. The researchers had run all the data by the system and the result was 

perceived of usefulness (POU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU) were correlated which 

score 0.390 while the other two factors have weak relationship since the r scores are lower 

than 0.30. 

Figure 4 indicated the only independent variable that was significant factor for inexperienced 

online shoppers was perceived risk at the value of 0.02. While, attitudes, perceived ease of 

use, and perceived of usefulness were not statistically significant because their significant 

values were larger than 0.05. As showed in figure 7 that the adjusted r square score was 0.106 

therefore, the model can explained 10.6 percent of the variance in decision making toward 

online purchasing for inexperienced online shoppers. The details presented in appendix 17-

20. 
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Figure 4: Evaluated model for organic foods inexperienced online shoppers 

Source: Developed by the researchers 
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Chapter5: Conclusion and Recommendation 

The discussion of the analysis and the conclusion of this study will be described in this 

chapter. Our research question is answered in this part. Follow by the recommendations and 

limitation and future researches. 

5.1 Discussion  

The purpose of this study is to investigate the factors that have influenced toward customers’ 

decision to purchase organic foods online. Thus, the research question of this study is “What 

are the factors for consumer decision to purchase organic food online?” 

From the survey that we have sent them out to 400 respondents and received back 310 of 

them. The result showed that 89.7 percent of the respondents have experienced online 

purchasing before. 23.2 percent were the value of those who have experienced organic foods 

online purchasing. While 76.8 percent of the respondents never bought organic foods online. 

Thus, we can imply that the organic foods are new for the online market in Thailand. 

However, the result indicated that 10.3 percent of the respondents were inexperienced online 

shoppers. From the previous chapter, the researchers have showed that there are four factors 

studied in this research according to the literatures reviewed; Perceived Risk (PR), Attitudes, 

Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), and Perceived of Usefulness (POU). We have divided the 

respondents into two groups; Organic foods experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. 

Which they have the perception of each independent variable differently.  

The first group is organic foods experienced online shoppers, from the study we have 

evaluated. It implied that perceived risk and perceived of usefulness were the factors 

concerned by this group of respondents. The mean value of these two factors were quite close 

but however, the perceived of usefulness still showed as the most important influenced factor 

for the organic foods experienced online shoppers the data can be found in appendix 21. 

Leelayouthayothin (2004); Jiang, Hsu, & Lin (2000) also stated the same result in their study 

and mentioned that the perceived of usefulness were the strongest and powerful factors 

influenced the purchasing online intention. On the other hand, the perceived risk that also 

significant in our study were pointed out as the great important factor in the study of 

Gustavsson & Johansson (2006). Brezgina, Debouchaud, & Frehse (2008) also indicated that 

it is negative side of E-personalization because the respondents concerned about their privacy 

risk. For the experienced online shoppers the perceived ease of use might not be considered 

as significant influenced factor (Roca, Garcia, & Vega, 2009). In our study, it mentioned that 
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the perceived ease of use were not the factor influenced our respondents in this group as well 

as the attitudes. 

The second groups we have studied were organic foods inexperienced online shoppers. The 

result of this study indicated that perceived risk was the only factor influenced decision 

making toward online purchasing for this group. This might be about privacy and security 

concerned or personal information given. As Suki (2005) mentioned in his studied that 

privacy is the biggest obstruction factor to shopping online since the customers have highly 

concerned about privacy, security, and trust. The attitudes, perceived ease of use, and 

perceived of usefulness were not concerned in this group of respondents. The perceived ease 

of use could have just a little effect on the behavioral intention while the perceived risk is one 

of the most important factors (Leelayouthayothin, 2004). 

As a result the perceived risk was the factor influenced decision making in both organic foods 

experienced and inexperienced online shoppers. This might due to the idea of purchaser think 

that print catalog shopping is more reliable and less chance of risk compare to the internet 

shopping or the shoppers required the safe and secured transaction in order to purchase 

products online (Vijayasarathy & Jones, 2000). This variable seems to influence organic 

foods experienced online shoppers more than inexperienced one from the result of our study. 

This maybe because the second group of the respondents has less experience buying organic 

foods online than the first one therefore, they practically less concern about the risky they 

may encounter.  In this case, the result also might be caused from the organic foods 

experienced online shoppers knew that they should aware of the product information written 

in the website such as the quality of products. While the inexperienced one had never bought 

the organic foods online before so they did not take this issue into their consideration. 

Anyhow, the organic foods experienced online shoppers have perceived of usefulness as the 

influenced factor too. The cheaper products and shopping convenience could be involved in 

this topic. The variety of choices, shopping convenience, cheaper products, and entertaining 

and informative had an impact on the perception of usefulness in Thai consumers’ perception 

(Leelayouthayotin, L., 2004). 

The factors concerned in this study were mostly about social artifact since we adopted them 

from the previous studies as stated in above stages. The factors of perceived risk and 

perceived of usefulness were the social artifact issues concerned from the respondents of this 
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study which is our main focus. Hence, the other factors involved with technology were not 

taken in our consideration 

In this study showed that attitude and perceived ease of use were not concerned in both group 

of our respondents. As Shim, Eastlick, Lotz, & Warrington (2001) mentioned that attitudes 

may affect just indirectly to the consumers in order to purchase online. In additional 

perceived ease of use could have only a little affect on behavioral intention 

(Leelayouthayotin, L., 2004). 

As a result, attitudes and perceived ease of use (PEOU) were not concerned in this study. The 

researchers would like to notify that the result of this study cannot implied to the entire online 

consumers in both organic foods experienced and inexperience online shoppers in accordance 

with the value of R square at 3.5 percent and 10.6 percent respectively. Comparison our R 

square score to the previous researches to measure the reliability of this assumption. There 

was a study of Shim et al. (2001) indicated three factors influenced online purchasers 

intention (i.e., attitude towards internet shopping, perceived behavioral control, and internet 

purchase experience) with the values of R square 55.1, 54.6, and 54.9 percent respectively. 

From this studied we can implied that our R square values were quite low. In a meantime, 

Shareef et al. (2008) got a result of reputation of purchase satisfaction as the factor with value 

of adjusted R square at only 2.5 percent. Thavornchak & Taratanaphol (2009) mentioned that 

perceived of usefulness was the factor significant influenced E-ticket adopter with the R 

square scored 11 percent. The last research we have studied was Omar E.O. & Hirst A. 

(2006) stated the perceived of usefulness, perceived ease of use, and the enjoyment were 

manifested as an importance factors toward online purchasing intention for both group of 

customers without showing the R square score. Above studies showed the various R square 

values but none of them presented it as the issue for their study. Hence, we can imply that our 

R square value would not be the obstacle for the result assumption given as well. 

The researchers also gathered the demographic information of the respondents in order to see 

that the respondents have capacity to purchase online in the meaning of age and income. 

Since, some product and service have age restriction for the customers. However, from the 

literatures we have based on in this study the evidence appeared that none of them used the 

demographic to measure or involve in their result. Therefore, this study would not concerned 

much about the demographic in a sense of result explanation since the result we have found 
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was explained as well as reached purpose of the research and answered research question 

already. 

5.2 Conclusion 

From this study we can summarize that perceived risk and perceived of usefulness were the 

variables influenced decision making toward online purchasing for organic foods experienced 

online shoppers. While the perceived risk was the only factor concerned for the organic foods 

inexperienced online shoppers. Hence, we can give the implication that perceived risk was 

the factor with highly concerned for online purchasers.   Even though, attitude and perceived 

ease of use have not considered as factors influence online purchasing intention for both 

experienced and inexperienced customers in this research. However, we can give the 

assumption that there are other factors which can influence the customers’ decision making to 

purchase organic foods online. 

5.3 Recommendation 

The study gave the result that both factors concerned were involved with social artifact. It has 

clearly stated that the perceived risk (PR) was the factor concerned by the online consumers. 

The reason of this issue might because consumers worried about giving their personal 

information and maybe used in the wrong way. Another reason was the credit card 

information giving to the online merchants could be risky in their opinion. The 

recommendation for this issue can be; the company should give the full attention to the 

customers’ security by providing the confirmation and verification right after the purchasing 

process was completed. The second factor considerate in this study was perceived of 

usefulness (POU) which occurs from the easiness for customers to reach to the products and 

be able to compare information and price as well as the clearly stated terms and conditions 

about payment and delivery. Moreover, in this factor the customers concerned about the 

quality of organic food when it arrived. The company should consider this usefulness for 

customers as the important aspect in detail. For example, the clear information of their 

products and the payment method in their webpage, and giving high concerned on products 

delivery process by used Just in Time (JIT) system to keep up the quality. JIT is a system that 

assists to deliver the products from the company to the customers before they are needed 

(Investorwords, 2011). Since the products we were discussing could be rotten or deteriorated 

easier than some other products.  
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The issues from social artifact can be reduced from above recommendations and heedfulness 

of business owners. These can help increasing the experienced online shopper in a sense of 

better quality of online shopping not only the organic foods online shop. The percentage of 

online shopper that increase means consumers of product selling online may increase as well 

as the organic foods purchaser. The evidence is; comparing to the past people was going out 

to buy product they need while now there are countless of online shops with the increasing 

number of online shoppers as we indicated at the introduction stage. 

Even though, the attitudes and perceived ease of use (PEOU) were not considered as 

important in this study but as mentioned above that the result was hardly covered entire 

online customers. The company should attend to these two factors and improve the webpage 

in order to gain the online consumers that rapidly grow nowadays. 

As a result, the consequence of this study may be used as an efficient guideline for the online 

merchants in order to understand their customers and to increase the amount of online 

purchasers in the future. 

5.4 Limitations and future researches 

This study tried to investigate the factors that have influenced to the customers’ decision 

making towards organic foods online purchasing. Even the researchers tried to conduct the 

survey but there still has the limitation on the research. Due to the lack of time the survey was 

done by only the small group compared to the online purchasing population hence, the result 

could not satisfy all online customers. The factors studied in this research are the independent 

variables that can be changed from the matter of time. Meaning, they might be other factors 

consider more important and have influenced in the future that lead to the further study. The 

researchers have tried to get the respondents once spread the survey from both experienced 

and inexperienced organic foods online shopper in equally number. But, from the same 

limitation the researchers could only reached a small number of experienced one accounted at 

23.2 percent of all respondents. However, this limitation was not the obstacle of this study for 

finding the answer of research question. Thus, the issue does not matter for our study but for 

the further studies taking in their consideration. 

There are many further studies which can use this research as the starting point of their work. 

The marketing mix could be interesting idea to explore toward online purchasing intention. 

The further studies should use product, price, place, and promotion as independent variables 
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to study if they can be found as the stronger factors influence organic food online purchasing 

intention. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix1: Pre-Test Questionnaire in English 

Purchasing Organic Foods Online: A new channel for you 

Would you like to purchase the organic foods at home or any place you want? It can happen 

more effective if you give an opinion about purchasing organic foods via the internet to 

develop this business field in Thailand. Even you have never purchased organic foods from 

the internet, your feedback still be valuable for the better e-marketing in Thailand. This 

survey included only general information and will take less than 15 minutes to complete. 

All response to this survey will be kept completely confidential. Only the researchers will have 

access to the names of the respondents. Results will be reported in general terms, with no 

specific individuals identified in any reports. 

If you have any questions concerning this survey, please do not hesitate to phone, e-mail as 

listed below. 

Thank you for sharing your time and experiences 

Best Regards, 

  

Panumas Hanpermchai 

Master Student 

Malardalens University 

phi10001@student.mdh.se 

Tel: +46 704438355 

Sarunya Dejtanasoontorn 

Master Student 

Malardalens University 

sdn10003@student.mdh.se 

Tel: +46 765924402 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:phi10001@student.mdh.se
mailto:sdn10003@student.mdh.se
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Factors for consumer decision to purchase organic food online 

Kindly complete the questionnaire to the best of your knowledge, and also any additional 

comments that can be useful for this study, at the end of this questionnaire. Thank you very 

much for your cooperation, and you valuable time as well. 

Section A: Experiences and Consumption Behavior 

A1.  What is the reason to access the internet each time? (Please tick as many as applicable) 

 Knowledge/Information  Business/Work 

 Study  Personal Entertainment 

 Chat room  Other (please specify)…………. 

A2. Have you ever bought products or services online via the internet? 

 Yes  No (Go to question A5) 

A3. What kind of products or services have you bought online via the internet? (Please tick as 

many as applicable) 

 Books, Magazines  IT products 

 Music or concert recordings  Clothes/fashion products 

 Food or medicines  Travel/hotel arrangements 

 Banking/financial services/insurance  Other (please specify)…………. 

A4. Have you ever bought organic foods via internet? 

 Yes  No 

A5. If you need any organic foods within the next 12 months, do you plan to make your 

purchase online via the internet? 

 Very likely (5)  Likely (4) 

 Neutral (3)  Unlikely (2) 

 Very unlikely (1) 
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Section B: Opinions and Attitudes Towards Online Purchasing of Organic Foods 

We would like to know more about your opinions and attitudes concerning your previous experiences and plans of your future online-purchase 

of organic food products via the internet. Please read each of the statements below and indicate your level of agreement or disagreement:    

5 = Strongly agree, 4 = Agree, 3 = Neutral, 2 = Disagree, 1 = Strongly disagree 

No. Statement 

Strongly 

Agree 

(5) 

Agree 

 

(4) 

Neutral  

 

(3) 

Disagree  

 

(2) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

(1) 

The company selling organic foods online via the internet should be:  

B1. Having a permanent, physical address      

B2. Being well known to the public      

B3.  Being very well known to myself      

B4. Having been operating good business for a long time      

B5. Recommended from my friends or relatives      

Organic foods sold online via the internet should be: 

B6. The brand name is popular      

B7. Being the brand name I have used before      

B8.  Offering good value for my money      

B9. Sufficient information available on the internet for me to make decision      

B10. Products recommended from my friends or relatives      

In my opinion, the advantage of purchasing organic foods online is that: 

B11. It is the best source for searching about the organic foods information      

B12. It is easy to access the wider organic foods information      

B13. It is the way to reduce the intermediaries      

B14. It is easy to compare information and price      

B15. The price of products show clearly      

B16. It is easy to show the special offers about the products      
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No. Statement 

Strongly 

Agree 

(5) 

Agree 

 

(4) 

Neutral  

 

(3) 

Disagree  

 

(2) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

(1) 

B17. Customer service contact number show clearly      

B18. Website is always updated      

B19. I can order the organic food anytime      

B20. It helps to save time and efforts      

B21. It is no bother of queuing for payment      

B22. The order process is convenient      

B23. Terms and conditions about payment and delivery are clearly stated      

B24. The products are delivered in good quality      

In my opinion, the disadvantage of purchasing organic foods online is that: 

B25. My information may be use in the wrong way by internet merchants      

B26. My personal data may be shared to others without consent      

B27. Others may intercept my message      

B28. I feel unsecured to giving the credit card no. on the internet      

B29. I cannot make decision from the information that provide on the internet about the products      

B30. The process may take time and maybe error occurred during processing      

B31. It is difficult to cancel the products when purchasing online      

B32. Purchasing the products from traditional shop is better in case of after sale services      

B33. I am worried of purchasing online with unknown companies      

B34. I do not trust in digital signature      

B35. Non-disclosure of complete company information      

B36. Non-disclosure of products information      

B37. The internet connect is slow      

B38. It is inconvenient logging-on to company homepage      

B39. It takes longer time to download information      

B40. I have no credit card      

B41. Internet sellers may overcharge my credit card      

B42. Limited method of payment      

B43. There is no enjoyment in purchasing online      

B44. The decision is made by my own without any interaction with others      
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Section C: Demographics 

C1. What is your gender? 

 Male  Female 

C2. What is your age? 

 Under 20  20-27 

 28-35  Over 35 

C3. What is your highest level of education? 

 Primary school  Secondary school 

 High school  College/technical school 

 Bachelors degree  Masters degree or higher 

 Other (please specify)…………………………………….. 

C4. What is your present occupation? 

 Business owner  Private company officer 

 Government officer  Student 

 Housewife  Other (please specify)………….. 

C5. What is your personal income per month? 

 Less than 10,000 baht  10,001-20,000 baht 

 20,001-40,000 baht  40,001-60,000 baht 

 60,001-80,000 baht  More than 80,000 baht 

C6. Where is your current accommodation? 

 Bangkok or Greater Bangkok Vicinity  Up-Country 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

… 

Finally, we really appreciate your help for completing with this questionnaire. 

 

Thank you very much for your assistance and cooperation 
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Appendix2: Cronbach’s Alpha Test 

 

 

Item-Total Statistics 

 Scale Mean if Item 

Deleted 

Scale Variance if 

Item Deleted 

Corrected Item-

Total Correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if Item Deleted 

B1 169.7000 196.092 .193 .823 

B2 170.3000 195.316 .216 .822 

B3 170.2400 195.860 .180 .823 

B4 170.4600 190.662 .387 .818 

B5 170.4400 194.904 .208 .823 

B6 170.4000 194.531 .215 .822 

B7 170.5000 191.153 .288 .821 

B8 169.6600 201.249 -.064 .827 

B9 169.9800 196.877 .124 .825 

B10 170.3600 194.643 .253 .821 

B11 169.9600 193.794 .285 .821 

B12 170.0200 195.979 .187 .823 

B13 170.0800 195.463 .200 .823 

B14 170.0000 196.612 .163 .823 

B15 169.8200 194.151 .332 .820 

B16 170.2000 190.694 .390 .818 

B17 169.9600 189.998 .433 .817 

B18 170.2000 194.286 .205 .823 

B19 169.7800 198.093 .087 .825 

B20 169.8800 192.761 .328 .820 

B21 170.1800 190.191 .352 .819 

B22 169.9800 188.755 .461 .816 

B23 170.0000 187.714 .582 .814 

B24 170.3800 188.404 .343 .819 

B25 170.2400 188.186 .455 .816 

B26 170.2400 187.166 .497 .815 

B27 170.1200 184.924 .620 .812 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Items 

0.824 44 
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Item-Total Statistics 

 Scale Mean if Item 

Deleted 

Scale Variance if 

Item Deleted 

Corrected Item-

Total Correlation 

Cronbach's Alpha 

if Item Deleted 

B28 169.9800 187.081 .518 .815 

B29 170.9400 186.792 .474 .815 

B30 170.7000 186.133 .476 .815 

B31 170.7000 191.806 .308 .820 

B32 170.4000 188.612 .346 .819 

B33 170.3000 194.378 .180 .824 

B34 170.6200 190.200 .297 .820 

B35 170.2400 190.839 .348 .819 

B36 170.1800 192.804 .285 .821 

B37 171.6000 194.939 .122 .827 

B38 171.4600 191.356 .244 .822 

B39 171.2400 190.635 .312 .820 

B40 171.5800 200.167 -.044 .836 

B41 170.2800 187.063 .432 .816 

B42 170.6800 189.324 .345 .819 

B43 171.0600 193.486 .156 .826 

B44 170.7200 198.002 .045 .828 
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Appendix3: Questionnaire in English 

Purchasing Organic Foods Online: A new channel for you 

Would you like to purchase the organic foods at home or any place you want? It can happen 

more effective if you give an opinion about purchasing organic foods via the internet to 

develop this business field in Thailand. Even you have never purchased organic foods from 

the internet, your feedback still be valuable for the better e-marketing in Thailand. This 

survey included only general information and will take less than 15 minutes to complete. 

All response to this survey will be kept completely confidential. Only the researchers will have 

access to the names of the respondents. Results will be reported in general terms, with no 

specific individuals identified in any reports. 

If you have any questions concerning this survey, please do not hesitate to phone, e-mail as 

listed below. 

Thank you for sharing your time and experiences 

Best Regards, 

  

Panumas Hanpermchai 

Master Student 

Malardalens University 

phi10001@student.mdh.se 

Tel: +46 704438355 

Sarunya Dejtanasoontorn 

Master Student 

Malardalens University 

sdn10003@student.mdh.se 

Tel: +46 765924402 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:phi10001@student.mdh.se
mailto:sdn10003@student.mdh.se
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Factors for consumer decision to purchase organic food online 

Kindly complete the questionnaire to the best of your knowledge, and also any additional 

comments that can be useful for this study, at the end of this questionnaire. Thank you very 

much for your cooperation, and you valuable time as well. 

Section A: Experiences and Consumption Behavior 

A6.  What is the reason to access the internet each time? (Please tick as many as applicable) 

 Knowledge/Information  Business/Work 

 Study  Personal Entertainment 

 Chat room  Other (please specify)…………. 

A7. Have you ever bought products or services online via the internet? 

 Yes  No (Go to question A5) 

A8. What kind of products or services have you bought online via the internet? (Please tick as 

many as applicable) 

 Books, Magazines  IT products 

 Music or concert recordings  Clothes/fashion products 

 Food or medicines  Travel/hotel arrangements 

 Banking/financial services/insurance  Other (please specify)…………. 

A9. Have you ever bought organic foods via internet? 

 Yes  No 

A10. If you need any organic foods within the next 12 months, do you plan to make your 

purchase online via the internet? 

 Very likely (5)  Likely (4) 

 Neutral (3)  Unlikely (2) 

 Very unlikely (1) 
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Section B: Opinions and Attitudes Towards Online Purchasing of Organic Foods 

We would like to know more about your opinions and attitudes concerning your previous experiences and plans of your future online-purchase 

of organic food products via the internet. Please read each of the statements below and indicate your level of agreement or disagreement:    

5 = Strongly agree, 4 = Agree, 3 = Neutral, 2 = Disagree, 1 = Strongly disagree 

No. Statement 

Strongly 

Agree 

(5) 

Agree 

 

(4) 

Neutral  

 

(3) 

Disagree  

 

(2) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

(1) 

The company selling organic foods online via the internet should be:  

B1. Having a permanent, physical address      

B2. Being well known to the public      

B3.  Being very well known to myself      

B4. Having been operating good business for a long time      

B5. Recommended from my friends or relatives      

Organic foods sold online via the internet should be: 

B6. The brand name is popular      

B7. Being the brand name I have used before      

B8. Products recommended from my friends or relatives      

In my opinion, the advantage of purchasing organic foods online is that: 

B9. It is the best source for searching about the organic foods information      

B10. It is easy to access the wider organic foods information      

B11. It is the way to reduce the intermediaries      

B12. It is easy to compare information and price      

B13. The price of products show clearly      

B14. It is easy to show the special offers about the products      

B15. Customer service contact number show clearly      

B16. Website is always updated      
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No. Statement 

Strongly 

Agree 

(5) 

Agree 

 

(4) 

Neutral  

 

(3) 

Disagree  

 

(2) 

Strongly 

Disagree 

(1) 

B17. It helps to save time and efforts      

B18. It is no bother of queuing for payment      

B19. The order process is convenient      

B20. Terms and conditions about payment and delivery are clearly stated      

B21. The products are delivered in good quality      

In my opinion, the disadvantage of purchasing organic foods online is that: 

B22. My information may be use in the wrong way by internet merchants      

B23. My personal data may be shared to others without consent      

B24. Others may intercept my message      

B25. I feel unsecured to giving the credit card no. on the internet      

B26. I cannot make decision from the information that provide on the internet about the products      

B27. The process may take time and maybe error occurred during processing      

B28. It is difficult to cancel the products when purchasing online      

B29. Purchasing the products from traditional shop is better in case of after sale services      

B30. I am worried of purchasing online with unknown companies      

B31. I do not trust in digital signature      

B32. Non-disclosure of complete company information      

B33. Non-disclosure of products information      

B34. It is inconvenient logging-on to company homepage      

B35. It takes longer time to download information      

B36. Internet sellers may overcharge my credit card      

B37. Limited method of payment      
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Section C: Demographics 

C7. What is your gender? 

 Male  Female 

C8. What is your age? 

 Under 20  20-27 

 28-35  Over 35 

C9. What is your highest level of education? 

 Primary school  Secondary school 

 High school  College/technical school 

 Bachelors degree  Masters degree or higher 

 Other (please specify)…………………………………….. 

C10. What is your present occupation? 

 Business owner  Private company officer 

 Government officer  Student 

 Housewife  Other (please specify)………….. 

C11. What is your personal income per month? 

 Less than 10,000 baht  10,001-20,000 baht 

 20,001-40,000 baht  40,001-60,000 baht 

 60,001-80,000 baht  More than 80,000 baht 

C12. Where is your current accommodation? 

 Bangkok or Greater Bangkok Vicinity  Up-Country 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Finally, we really appreciate your help for completing with this questionnaire. 

 

Thank you very much for your assistance and cooperation 
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Appendix4: Questionnaire in Thai 

 

การซือ้อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์(Organic foods) ผา่นทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ต: ชอ่งทางใหมส่ าหรบัคุณ 

คณุอยากทีจ่ะซือ้อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์(Organic foods) ไดแ้มอ้ยูท่ีบ่า้นหรอืทีไ่หนๆก็ตามหรอืไมมั่นสามารถเกดิขึน้ได ้

อยา่งมปีระสทิธภิาพมากขึน้หากคณุใหค้วามเห็นกับเราในเรือ่งการซือ้อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์ (Organic foods) ผ่านทาง

อนิเตอรเ์น็ตเพือ่พัฒนาธุรกจิประเภทนี้ในประเทศไทย ถงึแมว้า่คณุจะไมเ่คยซือ้อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์ (Organic 

foods) ผา่นทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ตเลยก็ตามแตก่ารชว่ยตอบแบบสอบถามนีจ้ะสามารถชว่ยให้ E-Marketing ของ

ประเทศไทยพฒันาไปในทางทีด่ขี ึน้ แบบสอบถามชดุนี้ประกอบไปดว้ยขอ้มลูท่ัวไปทีใ่ชเ้วลาไมเ่กนิ 15 นาทใีนการ

ตอบ 

ทกุผลตอบรับจากแบบสอบถามนี้จะถูกเก็บเป็นความลับผูท้ าวจัิยเทา่นัน้ทีจ่ะสามารถเขา้ถงึชือ่ของผูต้อบแบสอบถามได ้

ผลลัพธท์ีไ่ดจ้ะถูกรายงานโดยไมร่ะบชุ ือ่และขอ้มลูสว่นตัวใดๆของผูต้อบแบบสอบถาม 

หากคณุมขีอ้สงสัยเกีย่วกับแบบสอบถามนี้กรุณาตดิตอ่ผ่านทางโทรศัพทห์รอือเีมลตามขอ้มลูดา้นลา่งนี้ 

ขอบคณุทีส่ละเวลาในการตอบแบบสอบถาม 

ดว้ยความเคารพอยา่งสงู 

 

  

ภาณุมาศ หาญเพิม่ชยั 

นักศกึษาปรญิญาโท 

Malardalens University 

phi10001@student.mdh.se 

โทร: +46 704438355 

ศรัญญา เดชธนะสนุทร 

นักศกึษาปรญิญาโท 

Malardalens University 

sdn10003@student.mdh.se 

โทร: +46 765924402 
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ปจัจยัทีส่ง่ผลตอ่การตดัสนิใจอาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์(Organic Food) ผา่นทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ต 

กรุณากรอกแบบสอบถามดา้นลา่งใหส้มบรูณ์ ทา่นสามารถเพิม่เตมิขอ้เสนอแนะหรอืค าแนะน าตา่งๆ ทีท่า่นมคีวามเห็น

วา่จะมสีว่นชว่ยในการท าวจัิยนี้ใหส้มบรูณ์ยิง่ข ึน้ ในชอ่งวา่งทา้ยแบบสอบถามนี ้ขอขอบพระคณุทกุทา่นทีก่รุณาเสยีสละ

เวลาอันมคีา่และใหค้วามร่วมมอืในการท าวจัิยครัง้นี้  

Section A: ประสบการณ์และพฤตกิรรมการบรโิภค 

A1.  จดุประสงคห์ลักในการใชง้านอนิเตอรเ์น็ตของคณุคอือะไร (สามารถตอบไดม้ากกวา่ 1 ขอ้) 

 หาความรู ้/ ขอ้มลู  เพือ่ธุรกจิ / งาน 

 เพือ่การศกึษา  เพือ่ความบันเทงิ 

 สนทนา Chat  อืน่ๆ (โปรดระบ)ุ…………. 

A2. คณุเคยซือ้สนิคา้ หรอื บรกิารใดๆ ผ่านทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ตหรอืไม?่ 

 เคย  ไมเ่คย (ขา้มไปค าถามขอ้ A5) 

A3. สนิคา้หรอืบรกิารชนดิใดทีค่ณุซือ้ผ่านทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ต (ตอบไดม้ากกวา่ 1 ขอ้) 

 หนังสอื / นติยสาร  สนิคา้ IT 

 เพลงออนไลน์ / บัตรคอนเสริต์  เสือ้ผา้ / สนิคา้แฟชัน่ 

 อาหาร / ยา  ทอ่งเทีย่ว / หอ้งพักโรงแรม 

 E-Banking / ประกัน  อืน่ๆ (โปรดระบ)ุ…………. 

A4. คณุเคยซือ้อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์(Organic foods) ผ่านทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ตหรอืไม?่ 

 เคย  ไมเ่คย 

A5. ถา้คณุมโีอกาสซือ้อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์ (Organic foods) ในชว่ง 12 เดอืนขา้งหนา้ คณุคดิจะซือ้ผ่านทาง

อนิเตอรเ์น็ตหรอืไม?่ (เลอืกตอบไดเ้พยีงขอ้เดยีว) 

 ซือ้แน่นอน (5)  ซือ้ (4) 

 ไมแ่น่ใจ (3)  ไมซ่ือ้ (2) 

 ไมซ่ือ้แน่นอน (1) 
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Section B: ความคดิเห็นและทศันคตติอ่การซือ้อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์(Organic foods ) ผา่นทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ต 

อยากทราบความคดิเห็นและทัศนคตเิกีย่วกับประสบการณ์และแผนการในอนาคตตอ่การซือ้อาหารอนิทรยีเ์กษตร (Organic foods) ผ่านทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ต กรุณาอา่นขอ้ความ

ดา้นลา่งแลว้คลกิ ตามระดับวามเชือ่ของคณุ 5 = เห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่, 4 = เห็นดว้ย, 3 = ไมแ่น่ใจ, 2 = ไมเ่ห็นดว้ย, 1 = ไมเ่ห็นดว้ยอยา่งยิง่ 

ขอ้ ขอ้ความ 

เห็นดว้ย

อยา่งยิง่ 

(5) 

เห็นดว้ย 

 

(4) 

ไมแ่น่ใจ 

 

(3) 

ไมเ่ห็น

ดว้ย 

(2) 

ไมเ่ห็นดว้ย

อยา่งยิง่ 

(1) 

คณุคดิวา่บรษิทัทีข่ายอาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์(Organic foods) ผา่นทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ตควรจะ:  

B1. มทีีอ่ยูถ่าวรทีส่ามารถตดิตอ่ได ้      

B2. เป็นบรษัิททีม่ชี ือ่เสยีง      

B3.  เป็นบรษัิททีค่ณุรูจั้กเป็นอยา่งด ี      

B4. เป็นบรษัิททีด่ าเนนิธุรกจิมานาน      

B5. เป็นบรษัิททีม่คีนรูจั้กแนะน า      

คณุคดิวา่อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์(Organic foods) ทีข่ายผา่นทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ตควรจะ: 

B6. เป็นแบรนดท์ีม่ชี ือ่เสยีง      

B7. เป็นแบรนดท์ีค่ณุเคยใชม้ากอ่น      

B8. เป็นสนิคา้ทีม่คีนรูจั้กแนะน า      

คณุคดิวา่ ขอ้ด ีของการซือ้อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์(Organic foods) ผา่นทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ตคอื: 

B9. สามารถหาขอ้มลูเกีย่วกับสนิคา้ได ้      

B10. สามารถหาขอ้มลูเกีย่วกับสนิคา้ไดม้ากกวา่และกวา้งกวา่      

B11. สามารถท าไดโ้ดยไมต่อ้งผ่านตัวกลาง      

B12. สามารถเปรยีบเทยีบขอ้มลูและราคาของสนิคา้ไดง้่าย      

B13. ราคาของสนิคา้ระบไุวอ้ยา่งชดัเจน      

B14. รายการสง่เสรมิการขายของสนิคา้ระบไุวอ้ยา่งชดัเจน      

B15. เงือ่นไขเกีย่วกับสนิคา้ถูกระบไุวอ้ยา่งชดัเจน      

B16. Web page ของผูจั้ดจ าหน่ายมกีารปรับปรุงอยา่งสม า่เสมอ      

B17. ชว่ยประหยัดเวลาและพลังงาน      

B18. ไมต่อ้งเสยีเวลารอควิจา่ยเงนิ      

B19. สามารถสั่งซือ้ไดง้่าย      
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ขอ้ ขอ้ความ 

เห็นดว้ย

อยา่งยิง่ 

(5) 

เห็นดว้ย 

 

(4) 

ไมแ่น่ใจ 

 

(3) 

ไมเ่ห็น

ดว้ย 

(2) 

ไมเ่ห็นดว้ย

อยา่งยิง่ 

(1) 

B20. เงือ่นไขในการจา่ยเงนิและการขนสง่ถูกระบไุวอ้ยา่งชดัเจน      

B21. สนิคา้ทีไ่ดรั้บอยูใ่นสภาพด ี      

คณุคดิวา่ ขอ้เสยี ของการซือ้อาหารเกษตรอนิทรยี ์(Organic foods) ผา่นทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ตคอื: 

B22. ฐานขอ้มลูหรอืขอ้มลูสว่นตัวของคณุอาจถูกผูข้ายน าไปใชใ้นทางทีผ่ดิ      

B23. ขอ้มลูสว่นตัวของคณุอาจถูกน าไปใชใ้นธุรกจิอืน่โดยมไิดบ้อกกลา่วหรอืไดรั้บอนุญาต      

B24. บคุคลอืน่สามารถลว่งรูข้อ้มลูของคณุได ้      

B25. การกรอกขอ้มลูเกีย่วกับบัตรเครดติผ่านอนิเตอรเ์น็ตเป็นเรือ่งทีน่่ากังวล      

B26. ขอ้มลูเกีย่วกับสนิคา้ทีไ่ดรั้บจากอนิเตอรเ์น็ตไมเ่พยีงพอตอ่การตัดสนิใจซือ้      

B27. ระบบการสั่งซือ้สนิคา้ผ่านอนิเตอรเ์น็ตอาจใชเ้วลานานและอาจเกดิเหตขุัดขอ้งระหวา่งด าเนนิการได ้      

B28. ขอ้มลูเกีย่วกับการยกเลกิการซือ้สนิคา้ถูกระบไุวไ้มช่ดัเจน      

B29. การซือ้สนิคา้ผ่านทางรา้นคา้ท่ัวไปใหค้วามม่ันใจในเรือ่งของบรกิารหลังการขายไดม้ากกวา่      

B30. การท าธุรกจิกับผูจั้ดจ าหน่ายทีไ่มม่ชี ือ่เสยีงถอืเป็นเรือ่งเสีย่ง      

B31. ลายเซ็นหรอืตราบรษัิทชนดิอัตโนมัตถิอืเป็นขอ้ผูกมัดหรอืยนืยันตามกฎหมายไมไ่ด ้      

B32. อาจมกีารปิดบังขอ้มลูบางสว่นเกีย่วกับตัวผูจั้ดจ าหน่าย      

B33. อาจมกีารปิดบังขอ้มลูบางสว่นเกีย่วกับตัวสนิคา้      

B34. การเขา้สูห่นา้เวบไซดนั์น้ๆ ใชเ้วลานานและยาก      

B35. ขอ้มลูในหนา้เวบไซดนั์น้ๆ มมีากเกนิไปท าใหก้ารดาวน์โหลดขอ้มลูชา้ลง      

B36. อาจามกีารตัดเงนิจากบัตรเครดติซ ้าซอ้น      

B37. มขีอ้จ ากัดในเรือ่งของวธิกีารจา่ยเงนิ      
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Section C: ขอ้มูลสว่นตวั 

C1. เพศ 

 ชาย  หญงิ 

C2. อาย ุ

 ต า่กวา่ 20  20-27 

 28-35  มากกวา่ 35 

C3. ระดับการศกึษา 

 ประถมศกึษา  มัธยมศกึษาตอนตน้ 

 มัธยมศกึษาตอนปลาย  วทิยาลัย/วทิยาลัยเทคนคิ 

 ปรญิญาตร ี  ปรญิญาโท หรอืสงูกวา่ 

 อืน่ๆ (โปรดระบ)ุ…………………………………….. 

C4. อาชพี 

 ธุรกจิสว่นตัว  พนักงานบรษัิทเอกชน 

 ขา้ราชการ/รัฐวสิาหกจิ  นักเรยีน 

 แมบ่า้น  อืน่ๆ (โปรดระบ)ุ………….. 

C5. รายไดต้อ่เดอืน 

 นอ้ยกวา่10,000 บาท  10,001-20,000 บาท 

 20,001-40,000 บาท  40,001-60,000 บาท 

 60,001-80,000 บาท  มากกวา่ 80,000 บาท 

C6. ทีอ่ยูปั่จจบัุน 

 กรุงเทพฯ หรอืปรมิณฑล  ตา่งจังหวัด 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

ขอขอบพระคุณส าหรบัความรว่มมอืทีเ่ป็นประโยชนค์ร ัง้นีด้ว้ยคะ่ 
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Appendix 5: Summary of literature reviews on intention towards online shopping 

Author/Topic Research design/data 

collection and sample 

frame 

Sample size Result of the study Limitation 

(Leelayouthayotin, L., 2004) / Factors 

influencing online purchase intention: The 

case of health food consumer in Thailand 

Online Questionnaire 

Distribution 

786 consumers in Thailand  The perceived of usefulness (POU) was a 

powerful and strongest factor influence 

the purchasing online intention. 

 Customer Experience (CE) was the 

second most important factor. 

 Perceive risk (PR) was the third most 

important factor for purchasing health 

food online. 

 Perceive ease of use (PEOU) could have 

a little effect on behavioral intention. 

 The major weakness of 

internet survey is a 

possibility of multi-

response potential. 

 The behavioral intention 

does not always predict 

actual behavior. 

(Shim, Eastlick, Lotz, & Warrington, 

2001) / An Online Pre-purchase Intention 

Model: The Role of Intention to Search 

Questionnaire Distribution 684 person  The aim to search for the product 

information via the internet can lead to 

the possibility to purchase that product as 

well. 

 The attitude toward online shopping, the 

previous online purchase experience, and 

perceive behavioral control could affect 

indirectly to the consumer in order to 

purchase online. 
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(Jiang, Hsu, & Lin, 2000) / E-Commerce 

User Behavior Model: An Empirical 

Study 

 335 respondents from 

France, Hong Kong, and 

USA 

 The application of the internet could be 

relate to the perceive of usefulness (POU) 

both in short-term and long-term 

 The use of internet also relate to previous 

experience of purchasing online 

 Mostly conducted about 

the internet user rather than 

the aim to purchasing 

online. 

(Vijayasarathy & Jones, 2000) / Print and 

Internet catalog shopping: assessing 

attitudes and intentions 

Structured Questionnaire 

Distribution 

201 undergraduate students 

at a small mid-western 

university in the USA 

 The print catalog shopping is more 

reliable and less chance of risk compare 

to the internet shopping. 

 The shopper required the safe and secure 

transaction in order to purchase product 

online. 

 

 Simulation is not as real as 

the actual catalog shopping 

provided in the procedure. 

 Use of only a few print 

catalog 

(Gustavsson & Johansson, 2006) / 

Consumer Trust in E-Commerce 

Questionnaire Distribution, 

Convenience Sampling 

200 person various age 

from 18 years and up in 

South of Sweden 

 Security and privacy are the great 

important factors for the consumer to 

purchase online 

 People purchase online for a number of 

reasons as follow: 

1. Convenience to purchase the 

product step outside the door. 

2. Greater supply because you can 

find more product than traditional 

shop 

3. Lower price since it has lower 

storage cost. 
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4. Price comparison because 

consumer can compare the price of 

the product easily. 

 The lack of physical interaction cause a 

major challenge for the E-Marketing 

(Brezgina, Debouchaud, & Frehse, 2008) 

/ Is E-personalization a danger for the 

consumer's privacy?: A study on JIBS 

students 

Empirical Data Collected, 

Questionnaire Distribution 

152 Jönköping 

International Business 

School students in Sweden 

 It is negative side of E-personalization 

because the respondent concerned about 

their privacy risk 

 The respondents have less chance to 

purchase online if they had to give their 

personal information. 

 

Table 10: Summary of literature reviews on intention towards online shopping 

Source: Developed for this research
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Appendix 6: The profile of respondents 

 

Characteristics Frequency Percentage 

Gender 

Male 103 33.2 

Female 207 66.8 

 Age 

Under 20 years 10 3.2 

20 – 27 years 98 31.6 

28 – 35 years 105 33.9 

More than 35 years 97 31.3 

Education 

High school 10 3.2 

College/Technical school 4 1.3 

Bachelors degree 190 61.3 

Masters degree or higher 106 34.2 

 Occupation 

Government Officer 68 21.9 

Business Owner 45 14.5 

Private Company Officer 141 45.5 

Housewife 16 5.2 

Student 30 9.7 

Other 10 3.2 

 Income/Salary 

Less than 10,000 baht 0 0 

10,001-20,000 baht 45 14.5 

 20,001-40,000 baht 107 34.5 

40,001-60,000 baht 96 31 

60,001-80,000 baht 54 17.4 

More than 80,000 baht 8 2.6 

 Accommodation 

Bangkok/Greater Bangkok Vicinity 208 67.1 

Up-Country 102 32.9 

  310 100 

Source: Analysis of field data 
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Appendix 7: Calculation of Class Interval 

Calculation of Class Interval 

Class Interval = the highest value – the lowest value 

                      n of items 

           = (5-1)/5  

                                 = 0.8 

Range Value Result 

1.00-1.80 1 Strongly disagree 

1.81-2.60 2 Disagree 

2.61-3.40 3 Neutral 

3.41-4.20 4 Agree 

4.21-5.00 5 Strongly Agree 

 

Appendix 8: Means of items measuring perceived risk (PR) 

 
Total Perceived Risk 

Mean 

 Experienced Inexperienced 

B22 My information may be use in the wrong way by internet merchants 4.35 4.56 

B23 My personal data may be shared to others without consent 4.33 4.44 

B24 Others may intercept my message 4.09 4.19 

B25 I feel unsecured to giving the credit card no. on the internet 4.04 4.09 

B26 I cannot make decision from the information that provide on the 

internet about the products 
4.17 4.25 

B27 The process may take time and maybe error occurred during processing 4.00 4.03 

B28 It is difficult to cancel the products when purchasing online 4.31 4.22 

B29 Purchasing the products from traditional shop is better in case of after 

sale services 
3.57 3.41 

B30 I am worried of purchasing online with unknown companies 3.69 3.56 

B31 I do not trust in digital signature 3.79 3.53 

B32 Non-disclosure of complete company information 3.99 3.69 

B33 Non-disclosure of products information 4.05 3.84 

B34 It is inconvenient logging-on to company homepage 3.76 3.69 

B35 It takes longer time to download information 4.01 4.03 

B36 Internet sellers may overcharge my credit card 4.09 4.00 

B37 Limited method of payment 3.08 2.66 

 Total 4.18 4.09 

Source: Data analysis for the research 
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Appendix 9: Means of items measuring attitudes 

 
Total Attitudes 

Mean 
Experienced Inexperienced 

B1 Having a permanent, physical address 4.74 4.63 

B2 Being well known to the public 3.96 3.94 

B3 Being very well known to myself 3.85 3.88 

B4 Having been operating good business for a long time 3.62 3.56 

B5 Recommended from my friends or relatives 3.76 3.91 

B6 The brand name is popular 3.72 4.00 

B7 Being the brand name I have used before 3.62 4.00 

B8 Products recommended from my friends or relatives 4.64 4.75 

 
Total 4.19 4.22 

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 

Appendix 10: Means of items measuring perceived ease of use 

 
Total Perceived Ease of Use 

Mean 
Experienced Inexperienced 

B17 It helps to save time and efforts 4.24 4.22 

B18 It is no bother of queuing for payment 4.21 4.03 

B19 The order process is convenient 4.50 4.78 

 
Total 4.50 4.63 

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 

Appendix 11: Means of items measuring perceived of usefulness 

 
Total Perceived of Usefulness 

Mean 
Experienced Inexperienced 

B9 
It is the best source for searching about the organic foods 

information 
4.48 4.50 

B10  It is easy to access the wider organic foods information 3.78 3.84 

B11 It is the way to reduce the intermediaries 4.20 4.34 

B12 It is easy to compare information and price 4.19 4.41 

B13 The price of products show clearly 4.28 4.50 

B14 It is easy to show the special offers about the products 4.29 4.44 

B15 Customer service contact number show clearly 4.47 4.41 

B16 Website is always updated 4.20 4.31 

B20 
Terms and conditions about payment and delivery are clearly 
stated 

4.29 4.50 

B21 The products are delivered in good quality 4.32 4.47 

 
Total 4.49 4.59 

Source: Data analysis for the research 
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Appendix 12: The Independent sample t-test 

 

 

Levene's Test 

for Equality of 

Variances 

t-test for Equality of Means 

F Sig. t df 
Sig. (2-

tailed) 

Mean 

Difference 

Std. Error 

Difference 

95% Confidence 

Interval of the 

Difference 

Lower Upper 

PR Equal variances 

assumed 

.073 .787 -1.009 308 .314 -.08726 .08645 -.25738 .08285 

Equal variances 

not assumed 

  -.995 190.576 .321 -.08726 .08772 -.26029 .08577 

Attitudes Equal variances 

assumed 

.347 .556 .074 308 .941 .00663 .08907 -.16863 .18189 

Equal variances 

not assumed 

  .076 208.033 .940 .00663 .08735 -.16558 .17884 

PEOU Equal variances 

assumed 

5.047 .025 2.123 308 .035 .17912 .08436 .01312 .34512 

Equal variances 

not assumed 

  2.208 218.956 .028 .17912 .08114 .01920 .33903 

POU Equal variances 

assumed 

13.208 .000 2.412 308 .016 .19347 .08021 .03563 .35131 

Equal variances 

not assumed 

  2.726 270.113 .007 .19347 .07098 .05373 .33322 

 

Source: Data analysis for the research 
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Appendix 13: Correlations (Organic foods experienced online shoppers) 

 

  Next 12 months POU PEOU PR Attitude 

Pearson Correlation Next 12 months 1.000 -.029 -.030 -.025 .074 

PU -.029 1.000 .354 .121 -.003 

PEOU -.030 .354 1.000 .112 .148 

PR -.025 .121 .112 1.000 .161 

Attitude .074 -.003 .148 .161 1.000 

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 

Appendix 14: Model Summary (Organic foods experienced online shoppers) 

 

Model R R Square 
Adjusted 

R Square 

Std. 

Error of 
the 

Estimate 
1 0.239 0.057 0.035 1.38891 

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 

Appendix 15: ANOVA (Organic foods experienced online shoppers) 

 

Model 

Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 20.107 4 5.027 2.606 .038 

Residual 331.802 67 1.929   

Total 351.910 71    

Source: Data analysis for the research 
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Appendix 16: Coefficients (Organic foods experienced online shoppers) 

 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 3.400 .931  3.650 .000   

POU -.526 .196 -.242 -2.678 .008 .674 1.484 

PEOU .105 .174 .054 .602 .548 .690 1.450 

PR .321 .156 .164 2.061 .041 .863 1.158 

Attitude .041 .148 .022 .277 .782 .883 1.132 

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 

Appendix 17: Correlations (Organic foods inexperienced online shoppers) 

 

  

Next 12 months POU PEOU PR Attitude 

Pearson Correlation Next 12 months 1.000 -.029 .056 .081 -.047 

POU -.029 1.000 .390 .260 .209 

PEOU .056 .390 1.000 .316 .147 

PR .081 .260 .316 1.000 .134 

Attitude -.047 .209 .147 .134 1.000 

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 

Appendix 18: Model Summary (Organic foods inexperienced online shoppers) 

 

Model R R Square 
Adjusted R 

Square 

Std. Error 

of the 

Estimate 
1 .470 0.221 0.106 1.69368 

Source: Data analysis for the research 
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Appendix 19: ANOVA (Organic foods inexperienced online shoppers) 

 

Model 

Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

1 Regression 22.018 4 5.504 4.919 .046 

Residual 77.451 233 2.869   

Total 99.469 237    

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 

Appendix 20: Coefficients (Organic foods inexperienced online shoppers) 

 

Model 

Unstandardized 

Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients 

t Sig. 

Collinearity 

Statistics 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

1 (Constant) 12.294 4.617  2.662 .013   

POU -1.220 .666 -.335 -1.831 .078 .861 1.161 

PEOU -.287 .473 -.106 -.606 .549 .935 1.070 

PR -1.073 .429 -.459 -2.501 .019 .856 1.169 

Attitude .314 .464 .120 .676 .505 .921 1.086 

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 

Appendix 21: Means score of each factor 

 

N Mean 

Std. 

Deviation 

Std. Error 

Mean 

PR Organic foods experienced online shoppers 78 4.1538 .70392 .07970 

Organic foods inexperienced online shoppers 232 4.1724 .71805 .04714 

Attitude Organic foods experienced online shoppers 78 4.1667 .74584 .08445 

Organic foods inexperienced online shoppers 232 4.2026 .73112 .04800 

PEOU Organic foods experienced online shoppers 78 4.5769 .67457 .07638 

Organic foods inexperienced online shoppers 232 4.4914 .70858 .04652 

POU Organic foods experienced online shoppers 78 4.6667 .52636 .05960 

Organic foods inexperienced online shoppers 232 4.4483 .70059 .04600 

Source: Data analysis for the research 
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Appendix 22: Reliability Analysis - PR 

  

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha N of Items 

.874 16 
 

 

Item-Total Statistics 

 

 Items 

Scale Mean 

if Item 

Deleted 

Scale 

Variance if 

Item Deleted 

Corrected 

Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach's 

Alpha if 

Item Deleted 

B22 My information may be use in the wrong way by internet merchants 58.8323 75.499 .351 .873 

B23 My personal data may be shared to others without consent 58.8581 75.287 .372 .872 

B24 Others may intercept my message 59.1032 75.497 .243 .870 

B25 I feel unsecured to giving the credit card no. on the internet 59.1548 70.947 .553 .865 

B26 I cannot make decision from the information that provide on the 

internet about the products 59.0194 70.174 .644 .861 

B27 The process may take time and maybe error occurred during 

processing 59.2000 70.089 .636 .862 

B28 It is difficult to cancel the products when purchasing online 58.9000 71.773 .552 .865 

B29 Purchasing the products from traditional shop is better in case of 
after sale services 59.6452 70.547 .532 .866 

B30 I am worried of purchasing online with unknown companies 59.5226 70.788 .582 .864 

B31 I do not trust in digital signature 59.4323 72.285 .516 .867 

B32 Non-disclosure of complete company information 59.2419 69.168 .629 .862 

B33 Non-disclosure of products information 59.1710 72.129 .523 .867 

B34 It is inconvenient logging-on to company homepage 59.4516 70.190 .629 .862 

B35 It takes longer time to download information 59.1839 70.494 .659 .861 

B36 Internet sellers may overcharge my credit card 59.1161 71.113 .629 .862 

B37 Limited method of payment 60.1677 73.939 .278 .874 

Source: Data analysis for the research 
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Appendix 23: Reliability Analysis – Attitudes 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha N of Items 

.783 8 

 

Item-Total Statistics 

 

 Items 

Scale Mean 

if Item 

Deleted 

Scale 

Variance if 

Item Deleted 

Corrected 

Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach's 

Alpha if Item 

Deleted 

B1 Having a permanent, physical address 27.2613 17.022 .286 .782 

B2 Being well known to the public 28.0323 14.413 .605 .739 

B3 Being very well known to myself 28.1355 14.228 .633 .734 

B4 Having been operating good business for a long time 28.3774 14.339 .554 .748 

B5 Recommended from my friends or relatives 28.2097 14.619 .503 .757 

B6 The brand name is popular 28.2355 14.556 .590 .742 

B7 Being the brand name I have used before 28.3258 15.198 .436 .769 

B8 Products recommended from my friends or relatives 27.3323 17.504 .263 .783 

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 

Appendix 24: Reliability Analysis – PEOU 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha N of Items 

.703 3 

 Item-Total Statistics 

 

  

Scale Mean 

if Item 

Deleted 

Scale 

Variance if 

Item Deleted 

Corrected 

Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach's 

Alpha if Item 

Deleted 

B17 It helps to save time and efforts 8.7161 2.074 .286 .701 

B18 It is no bother of queuing for payment 8.7677 1.493 .543 .703 

B19 The order process is convenient 8.4323 2.194 .344 .629 

Source: Data analysis for the research 
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Appendix 25: Reliability Analysis – POU 

Reliability Statistics 

Cronbach's 

Alpha N of Items 

.853 11 

 

 Item-Total Statistics 

 

 Items 

Scale Mean 

if Item 

Deleted 

Scale 

Variance if 

Item Deleted 

Corrected 

Item-Total 

Correlation 

Cronbach's 

Alpha if 

Item Deleted 

B9 
It is the best source for searching about the organic 
foods information 42.6581 31.002 .420 .849 

B10  It is easy to access the wider organic foods information 43.3548 32.236 .192 .871 

B11 It is the way to reduce the intermediaries 42.9258 29.117 .564 .839 

B12 It is easy to compare information and price 42.9258 29.053 .578 .838 

B13 The price of products show clearly 42.8387 28.492 .659 .831 

B14 It is easy to show the special offers about the products 42.8355 28.442 .682 .829 

B15 Customer service contact number show clearly 42.6742 28.732 .687 .830 

B16 Website is always updated 42.9323 28.523 .645 .832 

B20 
Terms and conditions about payment and delivery are 
clearly stated 42.8290 30.349 .478 .845 

B21 The products are delivered in good quality 42.8065 31.432 .316 .852 

Source: Data analysis for the research 

 


